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These Apollonion Circles 
CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUC!'IOll. 
The problem to be discussed 1n this paper is, as the 
title of the thesis states, the transformation of the Apol-
lonion circle s lying on the triangle l, uu, w 1n the complex 
plane. It is the author's intention to apply the linear 
transformation 
to the above-mentioned circles and to find if any change in 
configuration has occurred. If there has, he will end~avor 
to graph this changed configuration. In conclusion, he will 
discuss a characteristic property Which these Apollonion 
circles possess. 
However, before attacking the problem itself, it is 
necessary to prove certain details which tor.m a background 
tor the problem. 
CHAPTER II. 
PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION. 
In this and all the discussion to .follow, we use the 
caaple~ plane, as the plane o~ reference. Hence~ " ;/- -1- r 
/. 
~---------------------------------------------------------;~ 
and r ... f -t..m.ere t is the image of t w1 th respect to the 
x-axis, the axis of reals. We will also use in this dis-
cussion, a base circle, which is a unit circle about the 
origin, and a set of Apollonion circles. 
This set consists of three circles, all passing through 
the base circle in such a way that the intersections of two 
of the circles with the,base circle are images with respect 
to the third circle - e.g. 
In the above figure we have three circles intersecting 
the base circle 1n the points a, b, and c respectively. Now 
the circle a passes thru the point a 1n such a way that the 
points b and c, the intersections of the circles b and c, 
respectively, with the base circle, are image points. The 
c·ircle through b has a and c as image points. The circle 
through c has a and b as image points. This constitutes a 
set of Apollonion circles. 
As stated above, we have chosen the three points 1, 
~--------------------------------------------------~3. 
L . ........ andUV as the points 1n which the three circles intersect the 
base circle. We also place on these circles the further 
condition that they pass through the origin. Thus 1 lies 
on the x-axis. The circle through 1 will, therefore, make 
an angle ot 0° w1 th the x-axis. Since any complea number 
cr ~I ( ~ & f- t. ~ (j)) 
the numbert..V will, therefore, make an angle ot 120° with the 
X-axis and the number Ulf~ an angle of 240° with the X-axis. 
Each of these circles, therefore, makes an angle of 1200 
with the succeeding circle. In the figure below 0 is the 
origin, Circle A passes through the point 1, Circle B passes 
through the pointuV and circle C passes through the point 
uv>~' • 11, b, and c are radii through the base circle. 
They are those parts ot the circles .A., B, and C which are 
inside of the base circle. 
., ,., I Now, in the trianglesowc...aJ/ o UJJ l"" o 'w we have 
side a -:.. side b = side c, because all these are radii ot 'the 
base circle. Since the angle between two successive circles 
in the f1gnre is 1200, then angle ~ o c...sU ~angle c...JLJ o t =-
angle c...v,... o 1 • we have, therefore, three triangles w1 th 
two sides and the included angle of one equal respectively 
to the two aides and the included angle of the other. There-
,.... v 
tore, line uu 1 ""- 1 ULJ ,. (.Jl..1 c...v. 
r---------------------------------------------.4. 
.y Circle A. passes through /O and has uu and c.fU as images. 
Therefore, circle A bisects the line uv <..V, since ~ <..JV :. If?.. (.12) ~ 
But 1, 0, and R all lie on a s tl'aight line. Therefore, 
circle A is a degenerate circle, i. e. a straight line. 
Circle B passes through the point uu and has u.;"" and 1 
as images. Now angleo'-'U c...Q..) ..-:angle O<.JJJv'/ , because tri-
""' -.// angles 0 uv <JV and 0 uJ were proved congruent. 
Angle o .e.. W=-angle o s c.J1)-. Both are right angles 
y 
since, by the definition of iDLges, uv <..QJ is perpendicular 
to circle A and c..Jl) ""'I is 1:8 r~ndicular to circle B. 
Therefore, angle uv o ~ .::.. angle <.V "'o0. 
Now, side c :!:: side b. we have~ then, two angles and 
the included side of triangle uu o lf..J= to the two res-
pective angles and the included side of the triangle uv'O .5. 
Therefore, the triangles are congru.en t, and side t...JL) ~ =-
side~..,.. -.5 • But t..Jl.) ~ ,_ ~ ~ u.J ""'and w w Y" ...... uv .../I. Therefore, 
uV ... ~ ~ ;{_ uv ""I. 
Thus we see that circle B bisects the line 1. 
'-V"'..5=.5/. 
But w""'o ~ =- angle ..5 o I • Therefore, o -.5 
is a straight line. Now angle-.5ot-:.R.oc.»ru..J~::. But both 
wo -r-o-.s. 
0 ~ ..q "'o o UlJ are a part of circle B. However, three points 
determine a straight line. Therefore, circle B is also a 
degenerate circle, or a straight line. By a similar argu-
£ 
~----------------------------------------------------. 
ment, we can prove that circle C 1s a· a traight line. Thua 
we aee that the ;bree Apollon1on Circles circles passing 
through the points I, c_v. u.J v ot the base circle degenerate 
into straight lines. 
~------------------------------------------------.'-
It will prove very useful 1n the solution of the 
general problem to have the equ§tions of these straight 
lines. In order to do this, we must first develop the 
general equations of a circle and of a straight line 
coordinates, 
and ff is its 
where fis the c~plex quantity f 
image point ,: - 7 . 
As a preliminary, we need to prove: 
plus 
THEOREM - If a quantity is equal to its conjugate, 
then the quantity is real. 
PROOF - Suppose we are given a complex qua~ty 
c:r~a-+-d 
and we are gold that 
then 
Now neither 1 nor two are equal to zero. 
Therefore, b must be equal to zero. 
Therefore 
or ::. Q...__/ 
Therefore c( is real. 
How we develop the general equation of a circle in 
coordinates. 
--------------------------------------------------.7 
In Cartesian coordinates, the equation of a circle is 
given by the following equation: 
Now 
Adding 
A r )L. + 1:) +-<- fJ, r .z. £1 
l ~ ~ -1-7 
r z ~ -, 
1~1 ~? 
Substracting !2~· 1 , r 
-rr=-o (I) 
Substitute these values of and in the general equation 
of a circle where A, D.E. and F are all real. 
1/ ((r;_ ;)" +(T;}/r2 o 1f1 r.LEJil"rr tJ 
/J -rt +(or !f{)r 1-/tJ-ff) 1 r r = tJ 
J} 1 j +(P-E);r r(o_ .-E)-;-r, tJ 
is the general equation of a circle in 1Jcoordinates. 
Its conjugate is 
4 Jf +fbr;Eji +(!J- <£);- rF, tJ (3} 
since E is a real quantity. 
Therefore, the equation is real. Therefore, it is a real 
curve or locus. 
Now in figure 3 ur is the image point off 1n L 
~--------------------------------------------~%. 
and "a• the image of the base point zero in L· 
Triangle yo tt..-is reversely similar to triangle w- a...- o. 
Now the condition for two triangles to be reversely sfmilar 
is 4-
-
J 
I I I 
where a b c is one triangle and p q r the triangle reverse-
ly similar to triangle a b c. 
t 0 
0 
is the condition that triangle z o a and w a o be reversely 
similar, or 
+ (4) 
Let r..:_ L • Then ~AT , the image of ~ in L , will also 
approach L. 
In the limit + 
becomes the equation of L, the locus or coincident images. 
We have, then, the equation or •. straight line 1n J f 
coordinates. 
Let us now develop the equivalent Cartesian equasion 
of this line L. 
, __ Jx'- + 7) + ,___(p -- .,)~ I 
Jt-(a.- +~ )-r7 (a:- - "--') ~ "-- ,u 
Let a be represented by the comple.a number b -f- ic 'Where 
b and c are real. 
Then ~ ::. a_..... 
;{~ -1- ol.e; tv- ...... Substituting -:. <!... 
T :. -f4 -f- t ~.., (5) tV~ ~e./ 
9. 
------------------------------------------------------. 
This is in the .form 
f ... ---f-rt 
Therefore (5) is the equation o.f a sti-aight line 1n Carte-
sian coordinates. 
Tbus we have verified (4) to be the equation ot a 
straight line 1n /!coordinates. 
I 
Jf-
Let ~ -0 
Then which is indeterminate. 
L- 0 
However, by Euler•s .formula 
! ~9 :/-A/ t.Q t:l../ .... .v OJ 
Therefore A./ :.. ~~·<0 
- 1--L -,· & QJ 
Since a..- and a...- are images w1 th respect to the x-axis, 
their moduli are equal. Therefore 
,., 
....€/ ~.·.;.,(9 a.._...-
:.. » -::.. 
QJ t.Q 
.-1/-
Bow let(-.· 0 in (6) 
Therefore, a.._.., -::::::. 0 and ( 6) becomes 
= 0 
(?) 
(K} 
/0. 
1/ 
~------------------------------------------------------~ 
write ..£./ ;, " ... t (a turn) 
Therefore ..JU 
,· ~~ ~ tv' {9) 
and t + -t"t :0 (ttJ) 
Now l.et (J) ::. o· 
Therefore, (8) becomes 
J +-j :0 
Changing from to Cartesian coordinates 
~ 0 
Therefore i + 1 : {} is the equation of the X-a.xis. 
If (9 :. 71/ . = ,.1../ ,_·/[--::. L-p--1- / ~ 7/) a ~~ .,~ (~ / 
Substitute 1n (8) and we obtain 
r- r ~o 
Changing from/ 1 to Cartesian coordinates 
/+7-,C+7 =tl 
-0 
Therefore, f- t ,(J is J . .;:..tion or the X•axia. 
However, the circle A passes through the points zero and 
1, and is a straight line. Therefore, the line A is iden-
(tt) 
tical with the x-axis. Therefore the equation of the line 
A. is :0 
,..z. 
~----------------------------------------------------------. 
We may develop this equation in another way as follows: 
If we take the general_ equation ot the circle 
7t -1-7 -j- 7 -1- l!/ : t/ {n) 
we notice that in order that this equation denote a real 
locus ,aand c in the equation must be real. If they are not 
real, the equation is not self-conjugate, and, there~ore 
does not represent a real locus. Since a....-T 
(!__ -::/= & if a and c are not real. 
a., and 
How, trom the theory of quadratic equations, if the 
coefficient of the second degree term in a quadratic equa-
tion is equal to zero, then infinity is a root of the equa-
tion, i.e. the curve passes through infinity, which means 
that the curve degenerates into a straight line. Also .from 
the theory of quadratic equations, i.f the constant term is 
equal to zero, then zero is a root of the equation. But 
if both a and c are equal to zero, then the curve degenera-
< • 
tes into a straight line through the origin. Therefore, 
.from (17), the equation of a straight line through the 
origin is in the form 
= tl 
We may also use a third method as follows: 
From (10) 
I.!J. 
------------------------------------------------------. 
-
:aut t- -:::.. :1-Therefore (19) becomes 
-f;t-7 ::::. 0 
Line A passes through the point J' -::. I • 
real point 1 =- I • Substituting 1n ( 20) 
it-f =- (} 
-
Therefore :c - t 
Since This is a 
we get 
(.u) 
Thus, the equation of the line through the point l becomes 
=- 0 or 
r-1 ~ 0 
Which is the same as equation (15). 
We have now, therefore, a method 1br finding the equation of 
a straight line through the origin and tbr.ough any point z. 
Since the line B passes through the point c.v , we let J ~ w. 
Then • 
Substituting in (~O) 
"tw-Afw =-{) 
i 0 -t-% 
Therefore ( 20) becomes 
;;+fj :. 0 
~ 0 (z<~ LV~~c..U~ 
I~ 
------------------------------------------------------. 
is the equation of the line B Which passes through the point 
ULJ • The line C passes through the point CJVY'. Therefore 
r ~ c.Vv and f = c:i)~. 
Substituting these values of z and z in (20) we have 
i c .. tf"' -/- t" LV " : 0 
t 
and thus the equation (2ct becomes 
-r;; 1 + 1j 
JJJ- <-l-r' f 
::.. tJ 
::. 0 
{2s) 
(,_, 
Which is the equation of the Apollonion circles through the 
we have now the equations of the Apollonian circles through 
the points /, LV , and '~./'0/ • Thus we are now in a position 
to attack the problem suggested in the title. 
_., __ _ 
CHAPTER III. 
TRANSFORKATIOBS. 
As we stated previously, the general transformation 
which we shall use on these circles is 
_ ~ e;{-...r- I 6.1) f.- ~- .z 
where k is arbitrary. 
For the first transformation let k equal to 1. Then 
or, 1n general 
Using (28) on the line 
-
1 - I :. 
However J - 1 ~ 0 
J.~-
and 
and 
A, we get 
ol_.-<Ar - I 
~ -ol_ 
Therefore 
- ,2,;;;.- -/ 1 - ~ -2 
clt.A.r - / 
tA..r" -2 
I cl.w- -1 
-:. 0 
-.2 - -2 -v..r t.tr 
Clearing tractions, we obtain:' 
ur ;:: 0 ~ 
[3o} 
{~t} 
(-32.) 
--------------------------------------------------------~1( 
But this is the equation of a straight line through the 
origin. (cf. (18)) Therefore, the straight line f -j :O 
has been unaltered by transformation (28). 
In this and 1n all the 110rk to follow let us assUD1e 
that we have two complex planes - the Z-plane, and the 
W-plane; Let the original lines be in the Z-plsne · and the 
curves resulting from the transformations in the W-plane, 
i.e. let the Z-plane be mapped-on to the W-plane. Also let 
the coordinates in the Z•plane be given by j -1-7 and in the 
W-plane by ....c.c.....- 7-..c:..r where the u-a.xis is the axis of reals 
corresponding to the x-axis in the Z-plane. 
On changing to cartesian coordinates,.w-ur "'"0 becomes 
(-M./-1-~--U/-~ :. 0 
..v- =. 0 (.3 3) 
Therefore, the line A in the Z-plane goes irito the U-axis 
in the W-plane, i.e. a straight line goes into a straight 
line under ( 28). 
Let us now transform line B by (28). 
Substituting the values of and from (28), 
'7. 
~------------------------------------------------------. 
Clearing fractions, we have~ 
But W :a. LV v 
Therefore 
)tAJ-W- -1- w- I - 4-w +- c:;:, / -u; f- 2 =- {) 
t..V-1 c.v-1 
(at} 
We notice that (35) is of the same form as equation (17). 
But equation (17) is the general e,uation of a circle. 
Therefore, equation (35) is the equation of a circle. Hence 
the straight line B 1n the Z-plane has been transf'ormed 'Wl-
der (28) into a circle in theW-plane. (See Chart_I.) 
Changing to Cartesian coordinates (36) becomes 
;_ r:~f-_,,)-;- ~-=-~<V0+~)+ ~-_ ~~-~-f-2, 0 
1- .dw ,. .r 1- t.IS ~- c...e~ =- - 5"- t. /ff ~1) 
<.tJ - I )__ W - I .2.., 
. · . .l Cv ~ +-;)+f -'?·:'V~ I-~~-f .r~· ~ -% 
-1- -l- {.1l ~v-/-qv- f{......-- 'XAr-/-j;: 0 {~} 
r r-------------------------------------------------------~~.5 
is the equation of a circle B 1n Cartesian coordinates. 
(See chart I.) 
Now let us transf'orm. the line c by this same transform-
ation. From (26), we have as the equation of the line C 
~ i.e. the line through the poin·t u.J • 
uJ''r- c_v"!- "- 0 
Substituting the val.ue of ~ and 1 from (28), we have 
..;_""'- I 
..V"'----CA.r-2, 
~~tii-~- w)-f-«r('vv -f-wj+u{;/.v·-<»:)-1-2(;; -- cv~= 
ol_ ~-l-iAr j_IV_v_ /<.V ~ L _kw·- wv )-1-..l ~O @,) \!-v ~- LVT(~v -LV-v7 
Since : =-UV+v /_<AI _ -/- ) 7- ,;-,./.) c.v _ I ) -1- Dz = tJ f,l.z) 
oe w-tAr c.v- ( / -LV/ (-, - uu7 
which is the equation of' a circle in complex coordinates. 
Therefore, the line C in the Z-plane has been transformed 
into a circle in the w-plane by transf'omation (28}. (See 
Chart I.) 
To change the above equation from the complex coor-
dinates to Cartesian coordinates, we proceed as follows: 
~----------------------------~---------------------------/.?. 
.. 
-{ ~ ·-;-4r-}f-(~C::::)~-Mr)f-(,w_-~)f-r:}l-2 ~~.) 
But 
J.j c.v -I a..l-4 
I - c...tJ ;-W 
Therefore, we have 
4.4</v-rv)f-~+-_;_·'9(~-Mr)-!-f-'-i."Y(~-f-~) 
-roL~o 
••• ~ '""+ ~ v _ f( lL/ -1-~ 1r ..f- / "" (} (4s} 
which is the equation of circle C in cartesian coordinates. 
To summarize, we have used the transformation (27) on the 
lines A, B, and C 1n the z-plane and obtained a line, a 
circle, and a circle respectively 1n the W-plane. Therefore 
the line A is the only one which remained unchanged under 
transformation (27), wht!lre ~ :. I. It should also be 
noticed that the lines B and c, which are degenerate circles 
have been transformed by a linear transformation into circles 
whiCh agrees with the general principle that circles always 
go into circles under a linear transformation. 
Let "L ..,_ t. in equation (27). Th&n 
and 
Now, I is a comple.-. quantity, for 
2o. 
~----------------------------------------------------. 
There.fare, trans .forming the line ~-~ .._() , we obtain 
:l.w.r-1 
.l..w--1 ~(} t 
-1- I. 
lA/" - .:L 
...:; -~ 
I~ - s lA/ - Fw- i- 'I :.(} 
which is the equation of' a circle 1n complex coordinates. 
Therefore, line A is transformed into a circle by (46.) 
Changing to Cartesian coordinates, we get 
f( ~-1~(~ -;_.j-5?---f~-sf.--~r~ ~ o 
-..v ""-1- .-v "'-~ JA-/ -1- I .. 0 
which gives the Cartesian equation of circle A (Chart II). 
Since the v ter.m is missing, this shows that the circle 
does not cross the V-axis. 
&9) 
(sD) 
Subjecting the line B, t.V 'j - t..V f 
formation, we have 
to the same trans-
wt·cZ~-I -f-wt· ..l...v--l ::.0 
c..v -L w -.2. 
) w-<AF (w + w) w{w + ¥w)-urf/..v+- w)r..z(v -h~ • tJ 
J ~ _ IA/"/w f-/~) _ t.v / /w +a~_) -1- .z ~ 0 {s,) (~ + t_R_/7 ( -L-tV +t~.~/ 
~·--------------------------------------------------------~~/ 
Therefore _ / uu -1--"-1- ) _ w- /4' c.v + 1 ) -/-2 = (} ($4} cl_~-url-uu+!/ (:V-;-; / 
This is the equat;ion of a circle 1n complex coordinates. 
Therefore, line B is the Z-plane is transformed into a circle 
in the W-plane. (Chart II.) 
Upon changing this equation into Cartesian coordinates, we 
obtain the following: 
Since 
w+L/ :o_ Y-3~·~ 4w+l ~~r-3£'-13 ~¥) 
LV -1- I a{_ w f-1 ::6 
Therefore, oZ?~~A/')- ~~~Jp--;~·~-f-:~~ 
(-~t- 3t ~~.2 "() 
J» ..,_,--1 A/ v- -{1 -1-- ;i 0 A;-;-/~ tJ ;( (ss) 
(sf.} 
which is the Cartesian equation o:f Circle B in the W-plane 
(Chart II.) 
have 
r 
.z.z. 
~------------------------------------------------------· 
Therefore 
(sr) 
This, however, is the equation of a circle 1n 'J j coordinates. 
Therefore, the line C is transformed into a circle by trans-
formation ( 46). · 
Its Cartesian equation is obtained as follows: 
I +L/uu ~ £r-3t/3 
/-j- c..v 2 
Therefore 
d -1-m =- S- 3,· /3 
j-1-t..e! 2 
is the equation of circle C in Cartesian coordinates. 
We find thus that by means of transformation (46) all 
the three lines in the Z-plane are transformed into circles 
1n the W-plane. (Chart ];1.) 
Now let £ =- c.v 1n equation ( 2'7). 
Then 
(l~) and -;; 
~-----------------------------------------------------2,4 
If' we apply this transformation to the line f -;j- = 0 we 
obtain 
But 
ol..w--1 
w--2 
Therefore 
~~ -w-(f ==1-{-f=~)-~- 2 J} (tl} 
Hence the line is transformed into a Circle in the W-plane 
by transformation (62.) 
Changing to Cartesian coordinates 1 we have 
1- ~(.£) ~ ~- /a 
I - LV 
.z I- UV 
~?vf4/'j~7~~:z_·~-~~-~{r;j~-f2 =0 
(,V v + /f/"' ~% u-- -;- rfi" + I ~ 0 (tJ) 
which is the equation of' Circle A in theW-plane. (Chart III.) 
Applying this transformation to the line B 1n the Z-plane 
Thus, the line B is transf'onaed into a straight line in the 
r --------------------------------------------------~zl 
W-plane by ( 62 • ) 
Changing to Cartesian coordinates ) 
~+~-~-~ ~ (} (7.,) 
.-v--=0 
. we obtain the equation of the U-a.xis 1n the W-plane. 
(Chart III). Therefore, the line B of the Z-plane is trans-
formed into the U-axis of the W-plane. 
Subjecting the line C of the Z-plane to this transform-
a tion, we have 
and w =- w ...,., 
Therefore 
Therefore the line C ot the Z-plane is transformed 1nt6 a 
r ~------------------------------------------------------~2s.-
circle in theW-plane. (Chart III.) 
Upon changing to Cartesian coordinates, we have 
This is the Cartesian equation of the Circle C 1n the 
W-plane in to which the line C of the Z-plane has been trans-
formed by ( 62) • 
In sunmary, we see tba t our original line1of the Z-plane 
has been transformed into a circle in the w-plane, line B went 
into another straight line, and line c. was transformed into 
a circle under transformation (63). 
Now le t us have JL " c..v v in equation ( 2'7) • Then 
This is the equation of a circle 1n coordinates. There-
fore the line A has been transformed ·into a circle by (77.) 
tV _J :: :rr ~-·IS 4c.V -I ~ .5-: t ·q Since 
LV- I L LU-I =l.-
Therefore the resulting equation in Cartesian coordinates is 
.J,{/1--v-)-?fr~)(.r-f.;__·r:v-(__,.._ .J~. ~v r.v- ":tJ.,) 
IA.Iy -1-Ar y - ~ ~ - % ~ -1- I= 0 (!8} 
Which is the Cartesian equation of circle A in the W-plane. 
(Chart IV.) 
If the line B undergoes this transformation, we obtain 
Since this is the equation of' a circle, it shows that line B 
has also been transformed into a circle in the W-plane. 
To find the Cartesian equation equivalent to the above 
equation, we have 
I - ~<-V '"' ~- t. {.j d_w ~.5/-t·q 
I -u/ ~ I -LV oZ., 
(rl) 
This, then, is the Cartesian equation of Circle B in the w-
plane, into which the line B hu been transformed under (77.) 
Subjecting line C to this same transformation, we have 
another straight line as the result of the process. 
This is the equation of a straight line in coordinates. 
cartesian coordinates, 
(~+ Mr)-(~- ~) ~ 0 
-'1/ ~o 
Changing to 
Bu~ this is the equatim of the u-axis in the w-plane. 
(Chart IV. ) Therefore, the line c o£ the Z-plane is trans-
formed into the u-axis of the W-plane by ( '77). 
Thus, we see that the line A is trans.formed in to a 
circle, line B into a circle, and line c into another line by 
('7'7.) 
-----
~--------------------------------------------------~.7. 
CHAPTER IV. 
GRAPHING 
Thus :far, we have been varying the value o:f k in our 
trans:formation. Now, we shall endeavor to plot these cir-
cles. In doing this, we make use of the following inform-
ation: 
The three straight lines in the Z-plane all pass thru 
the same two points, zero and infinity. (All straight 
lines meet at infinity, which in the complex plane, is a 
point.} Now, in general, circles go into circles, and points 
on the circle go into points on the circle, under a bili-
near transformation. (Of. E. J. Townsend - "Functions o:r 
A Complex Variable" Theorem III. p. 175} But our straight 
lines of the Z-plane are, in fact, degenerate circles. 
Therefore, if the straight lines pass through certain points 
be:fore trans:formation, they will also pass through the same 
points transformed, after the transformation& i.e. since 
these lines pass through the points zero and infinity before 
transformation, they will also pass through the points into 
which zero and infinity will be transformed. 
Also, the line A in the Z-plane passes through the 
point I, the line B, through the point (.Jl.) , and the line 0 
through the point uv"" Thus we are given three ppints 
of each circle; Since only three points are necessary to 
plot a given circle, we thus can plot all our circles. 
First let us find the points into which zero and infi-
nity are transformed by our general transformation 
~...,-I 
Set 
--3o. 
fts) 
Therefore, zero goes into 1/2 in all the given trans-
formations, since it has been Shown to be independent of 
the value of k. 
For infinity, let us substitute the letter a. setting 
;= a- we h•ve 
:. 
Leta..= -o, then since k and w are finite numbers 
Therefore, o<0 goes into the point 2 in all the pre-
ceding transformation, irrespective of the value of ~. 
This also holds for f :.. 0 • 
Thus, sinCe all the straight lines pass through the 
points zero and infinity before transformation 1 the circles 
or lines resulting from the respective trans forma tiona all 
will pass through the points 1/2 and 2 of the W-plane. 
Now, the line A of the Z-plane also passes through 
the point I. Putting I 1 we have 
t.AT =- -I 
Therefore 1 the point I in the W-plane corresponds to 
the point I in the Z-plane. We have thus 1 the line A of 
the Z-plane 1 which pas sea through the pahts 0 1 oq and + ~ 
in the Z-plane 1 passing through the points 1/2 1 2, and -I 1 
corresponding respectively to the above points in the 
W-plane. (Chart I.) But these are all points on the real 
axis U. Hence the line A of the ~lane goes into the U-axis 
of the W-plane. 
The line B of the Z-plane passes through the point c.llJ. 
Placing r =-~ we have 1 
(too) 
r-----------------------------------------------------------3.~ 
which is the point in the W-plane, corresponding to the 
point w in the Z-plane. Hence, line~ goes into a circle 
in the W-plane, Which passes through the points 1/2, 2, 
and w. (Chart I.) 
Since line C passes through the point u.f" , we set 
j =.(.{l)..., and obtain 
Therefore, the circle C in the W-plane corresponding 
to the line C in the Z-plane goes through the points 1/2, 
(Chart I.) 
(rot} 
Set !e.--=- I • This will give us the points in the 
W-plane corresponding to the points in the Z-plsne after the 
lines of the Z-plane undergo the transformation '1-- ~ t. c2 _.-- 1 
(/ tAr -2 
To find the corresponding point of the point I in the 
Z-plane, we set J =- 1. in the given ~ransforma tion and 
solve for w. 
Therefore, circle A through the points 1/2, 2, and 4/5 plus 
ll 3/5 i corresponds to the line A of the Z-plane. (Chart~.) 
The line B passes through the point u...J in the Z-plane. Its 
corresponding point in the W-plane is 
(oJ} 
Therefore, the line B of the Z-plane goes into the circle B 
in the W-plane, which passes through the points 1/2, 1, and 
(Chart II.) 
The line C of the Z•plane passes through the point w "Y in 
the Z-plane. Hence, its corresponding in the W-plane is 
wv ~ t c)._.,-- -I 
tAr -2 
;{ s-= 3t-
CAr ::. 
;t.f 
The Circle c, therefore, passes through the points, 1/2, 2, 
and 1 {.;)- 3 '. (Chart II.) I'· J In ( 63), ~::. c...V -v • We shall now find the cor:flesponding 
0"1-, 
~----------------------------------------------------------. 
points under that transformation. The corresponding point 
t'.Of ~ "- J. is 
I "'=- uucl,..v--1 {II 'Y) 
CAr -.2 
tAr 
.,. d.- '-(.) 
I -.:Lw 
{II .a) 
Therefore, the circle A of theW-plane passes through the 
points 1/2, 2, and 1 .3/i + %1- ~.·~The point corresponding 
to f = c...V is 
{us} 
-I 
Hence the line B of the Z-plane goes into a circle which 
passes through the points 1/2, 2, and -1. But all these 
points lie on the u-axis. Therefore, the line B goes into 
the U-axis, of theW-plane. (Chart III.) 
(ut} 
/ 
The point corresponding to the point J :. w~ is the 
Therefore, the circle C of the W-plane goes through 
points 1/2, 2, and 1J!i-- Jl;;j.,·r:f. (Chart III.) 
above. 
the 
Now, let ~ ~ UJ v. Then, the point corresponding to 
r::.. I is 
I 
Thus the circle A of the W-plane goes through the 
points 1/2, 2, and 1 !J/1 -~~ ~ 0. (Chart IV. ) 
The correspondent point of J , w is 
( 1'1-0) 
Therefore the circle B of the W-plane passes through th 
points 1/2, 2, and 11// + 1{~ t · rS. (Chart IV.) 
The point in the W-plane corresponding to the point 
c:<w--1 { ) in the Z-plane is w "' :.. uJ....... 1 -vt:. 
w--2 
..s( 
r----------------------------------------------------------------1 
Therefore, the line G of the Z-plane goes into a 
circle in the W-plane, which passes through the points 1/2, 
2, and -1. But all these points lie on the u-axis of the 
W-plane under transformation 
v c2_ ~-I (/-yf) 
'3-- "- LV 
~ w--2 
We have now three points of every circle. The center 
is readily found from the Cartesian equation of the required 
circle. Therefore, we can easily plot the required curves. 
The question now is: What does the base circle go into 
under the various transformations? we shall answer that 
question in the following manner: 
The equation of aunit circle infdcoordinates is 
J d ,_ I (1)-9) 
Taking the general transformation, 
r- ~ c2._~-~ 
f - wr-2 
and substituting these values of J 
( 129), we obtain 
and into equa-
tion 
a( ~-~ d-Lr-£ ~I (!3o} 
<Ar" - 2 .c,.;.- - 2 
~--L w-W- - c) '-k__~ - c) ~- ~ =: I (;-3) 
But since all our kts are on the unit circle. 
Therefore, the ~bove equation becomes 
Hence, ~ &. I. 
Therefore, the base circle is unchanged by a bilinear trans-
formation regardless of the value of k. 
This concludes our transformations and graphing of 
the Apollonian circles. We shall now endeavor to see if we 
can find anything of interest about these Apollonian cir-
cles. 
-----
/ 
r-------------------------------------------~d./ 
CHAPTER V. 
CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THESE 
APOLLONION CIRCLES 
Suppose we are given the equation of a unit circle 
about the origin. Then ~ I- ( ;.JIL) 
Also assume that 'J' and;J- are image points with res-
pect to the unit circle. The equation of images then be-
comes f' 1v "- I (t~s} 
Thus l' ::. ?~ 'f- ;tv 1-
Hence, to find the image of a point f with respect to 
a unit circle we use the above relations e.g. 
Suppose we want to find the im•ge point of a given 
point uU , with respect to the unit circle. Then 
I 
::.. c...tt.Jv 
There-
fore 
(t3!) 
Thus, in the case of~~d rare coincident images. 
In general, suppose we are given a point :J'; • It is 
required to find its image r. Since 
~------------------------------------------------~~1 
/J'~ fv "- I 
c r~iy 
But in the case of a unit circle about the origin, .for 
points on the circ~e, the equation is 
f!t r ~~y 
~ I 
Since is " point on the unit circle, it follows that /;: ~;:-
Substituting back in ~40) we have 
::. 
Therefore, any point on the unit circle about the origin -
in this case our base circle - is its own image point w1 th 
respect to the same circle. As is readily seen, the points 
on the outside of the circle are image points of the points 
· on the inside of the circle. e.g. 
Let # J/ "-I 
r ::.. 1 {iif'J.) - I r~ ~ 
~ ,. l:r 
;r: I. (/ lf'.J) ~ Jf-t 
Therefore, the image point of~~ with respect to the 
unit circle is 41. 
Let us now consider the line A - i.e. the x-axis 
the image as the axis of re.flec tion. Let Y, and r-- be 
points. Since the equation o.f the line A is r _ r ~ ot4¥} 
then the equation of images with respect to the line A be-
comes 
Suppose we are asked to find the image of the point with 
respect to the line A. Then 
Therefore, is the image with respect to the line A. 
If i is the point , then its image point ,_, is 
found in the same way. 
=- 0 
.,_ I. ~~ 
Now the locus of the points on line B is given by the equa-
tion 
:. 0 
Let us endeavor to find, if possible, a locus of the images 
of the points of line B with respect to line A. 
Let 
Since 
Since 
But, the equation of the line of reference, the line A, is 
Whence 
and 
' 
which is the locus of the images of the points on the line B. 
But this equation is the equation of the line c. Therefore, 
line C is the locus of the image points of the points on the 
line B with respect to the line A. 
Geometrically, of course, it means that we take a point 
on the line B and draw a perpendicular to the line A. we ex-
tend this perpendicular as far below the x-axis as the 
length of the perpendicular from the point on the line B 
to the X-axis. The point below the X-axis from which the 
perpendicular distance to the x-axis is equal to the perpen-
dicular distance from the point on the line B to the X-axis 
is termed the image point of the point on the line B. In 
this ca.se it happens that all the points on the line B have 
their corresponding image points on the line c. 
Now, let us take the line B as the axis of reflection. 
Its equation is 
Also let r and ~again stand for the image points. The equa-
tion of the image poin~s then becomes: 
4..t. 
~-------------------------------------------------------------. 
If we are given a point f' ..,_ I and are required to find 
its image. We proceed in a way exactly analogous to that 
used in the above discussed cases. 
Therefore, the image of the point 1, with respect to 
the line B isc..V ........ 
In general, if we take the locus of the points on the 
line A, r- f-::..0 1 we shall again try to find the locus of 
the image points of this locus with respect to the line Bas 
the a&is of reflection. Since the equation of images is 
~ ,_dJ j_v ~(} 
= wJ; tv 
r : w r Let r- t· ~ lt- -;-) Then :. ;r ;r 
---- w "t-- w""r J/y =-
~~~c; the line B is the axis of reference 
JJ1-U-Jf :. 0 
w;yk # r :. :. (;~-~) 
Substituting in the previous equation 
V' P ~ w f - wf 
Also from the general equation of line B 
? ;. wr (/sr) 
Therefore, 
f ~ 1-u)t (tta} 
This, the, is the locus or the images ot the points on the 
line A with respect to the line B. 
However, it we take the general equation of the line C J)J- c.A)J ~ 0 
Since t.iJ " .... w we have 
But this is the same as the equation for r~ above. 
Therefore, line C is the locus of the images of the points 
on the 1 ine A, with respect to the line B. 
Suppose now, that the line C is the axis of reflection. 
Let :t, and d., be the image points with respect to line c. 
Then the equation of images becomes 
<£! r -u2F'ff,- ~ 0 
If r is the given point, its image is 
r ~ ~~ 
Let represent the ~s of-po:t on the line A. Then 
the locus or the images or these points is 
# r-----------------------------------------------------------1 
t~ ~ u_jr 
r • w ft --;-) 
:r ::. wJ - ~y--
Since line C is the axis of reflection 
Substituting this value of rin the above equation for r 
we have ~v 
rv 
But u.J t :. i from (165) 
Therefore 
~ U/t -UJ. U)t 
~ w(f - c.vyJ 
::. 
(i~ 
(;ts} 
This is, therefore, the locus of the images of the points on 
the line A, with respect to the line c. 
Now, taking the equation of the line B, we have 
Since 
Therefore 
~s-: r-----------------------------------------------------1 
But this is the same as equation (167). Therefore, 
lines A and B are loci of images with respect to line c. 
Thus, in summary, we see that lines Band C are loci 
of image points ldth respect to line A, A, and c, with res-
pect to B, and A, and B with respect to c. 
Let us now take the general eq•ation of a circle in 
r d coordinates. This ~s: 
- +-ly-rft+d ~o 
The eq::l:l:n of images with respect to any general 
circle then becomes 
7 t-- + ,-r -~- 7- -~- L 0 
Now allow this circle to undergo a general linear 
transformation and find how it affects the equation of the 
image points. The general equation of transformation vhich 
we shall use is 
Substituting the value of and in the general equa-
tion of images, we obtain 
14 w; vi"'+ j ~ + d w-_.,. +- !J /) 7- 0 (tJ3) 
Where ./ _/ J/ / AA ~ ~c:f.~-rf1.Jv+l-cfvJ,rcLd /: 
!i ~ a-1, iy+fcr. Z+tL/rd/? 
3 ~ ~ci:, 4 + tl ~-t-lrj, /-t-d;:: / 
D D ~ a_,A L + t-li /t-Id ~ d ~ £ 
¥t. 
~----------------------------------------------------------. 
This is essentially the smme form of an equation as the equa-
tion Wlth Which we started. Therefore, a linear transform-
ation sends image points into image points. 
Applying this knowledge to our Apollonion circles, we 
conclude that the circles which are loci of image points with 
respect to the reamining circle persist as loci of image 
points under the transformation 
r~ ~&{!:~~) 
irrespective of the value of k since that does not essential-
ly change our transformation. Of course, in all this dis-
cussion we consider our straight lines as circles of infinite 
radius. Thus all that was said in regard to the general cir-
cle is true of straight lines. 
As a side remark, it is interesting to note that as 
zero and infinity are image points in the Z-plsne, w1 th res-
pect to the unit circle, and are transformed into the points 
1/2 and 2 in the w-plane, they are also image points in the 
W-plane w.ith respect to the unit circle. 
W- PL~It/E. 
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